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Oric. call of duty 4 modern warfare iw 06.iwd downloadIn this week’s Brandcast, I’ll be explaining how to choose
between one-way and two-way composites, and the benefits and drawbacks of each. I’ll also show you how to create a
consistent look for your team and how to stay competitive using composites. One-way vs. Two-way Composites One-way
composites are simply what they sound like: a channel of inbound marketing messages (such as a blog post or a podcast
episode) broadcast to a defined audience. The results of one-way composites have been proven to be better than those of
multiple one-way channels, and have higher conversion rates than outbound, non-personalized communications. Two-
way composites are also called personal-composites or personal-messages. I personally prefer to think of them as “group-
sent” messages, but the idea of multiple people at a company having their own “personal channels” isn’t new at all.
Grouped by any organization, the team shares a “channel” to communicate with the customers, and everyone participates
in a common voice. A two-way composite is made of two channels: a “regular” inbound channel, which normally carries
customer-focused messages, and a “secondary” personal channel that works on the team level. So if you’re building a
brand for your company, you might consider having a “regular” blog that mentions the brand and a “personal” email that
lets your team get to know their customers on a more personal level. The Benefits of Having a Two-Way Composite
Because two-way composites are usually “group-sent” messages, they’re more effective than one-way composites because
of a few factors: 1. Team members are aware of their “audience” When everyone in the company participates in the
same “message,� 4bc0debe42
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